Legal Note: All climbing is very dangerous & always at your own risk. Nobody is forcing you to climb. You
choose to climb, so choose to go home before the risks become too high. Remember even small injuries can
take 6 weeks to heal. No responsibility for inaccurate or incomplete information will be accepted by the scribe or
any other body. The landowners accept no liability at all. Climbers take full responsibility for themselves at all
times. Fixed protection will become unreliable, loose rock is common, solid rock becomes loose & RD writers make up most
of the information, with a beer, at the computer. This RD is only a guide & is no substitute for experience, training, common
sense & a touch of caution. So you are on your own…take care!
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www.easterncaperockclimbing.co.za

Note from the Scribe: It took consistent effort, time, work & organization to get this guide ready for your pleasure...for free!
Thus, please respect that all the information & photographs are strictly Copy Righted. Nobody “has” a lawyer, normally a
lawyer has us…by the short & curlies. But I do know this lawyer, he’s a bit of a dick, but apparently, he normally wins.
Friends, let’s not get to see how much of a dick he really is. You are more than welcome to print out or e-mail this guide in its
unchanged format, with logos & all information intact. Or be a smart chap, download it to your smart phone. Please feel free
to link your web page to our web page so the most up-to-date info can be communicated.

Many routes have been added or recorded for the first time in the last 10 years. Much detail was missing from the resources
publically available. This guide is an attempt to consolidate this info & available to everyone. As this is a web-based guide it
can be considered a work in progress. It is easy to change. So please send missing details, corrections, additions &
adjustments to info@easterncapecrockclimbing.co.za All information will be greatly appreciated.
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Towerkop

Nel's Cave

1980m above sea level

S33 25' 24.1"
E021 12' 26.4"

Misty Gates
S33 25' 29.9"
E021 12' 29.3"

2.2km
550m elevation

Start of scree slope
S33 25' 42.4"
E021 12' 26.1"

2.2km

1. Water
S33 26' 06.7"
E021 12' 19.7"

CRAG NEXT TO PATH
S33 26' 03.5"
E021 12' 21.9"

2. Water

400m

1430m above sea level
Shepherd's
Hut
S33 26' 13.72"
E021 12' 11.1"

2.6km

900m elevation

Top of the
ridge
4.2km

Fire break
Top of saddle
S33 27' 37.5"
E021 11' 55.1"

1.3km
530m above sea level

Park under trees
close to dam
Farm house

Farm gate

Bo-Buffelskloof
turn off
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Directions: Towerkop stands a few km west of Ladismith (Cape) on the Laingsburg road. From the R62 from
Cape Town at the junction in the middle of Ladismith turn L. The road curves R. At the junction turn L. 4.6km
further turn R into Bo-Buffleskloof. 2.7km further turn R into a gate that says trespassers will be prosecuted or possibly shot.
1.3km along the river the road curves L for 200m to the farmer’s complex. Turn hard R in the direction of Towerkop in the
farmer’s complex. 400m to a gate. 200m to a dam. Park under some blue gum trees & of course parking is at your own risk.
Walk-in: This is a major walk-in. Expect to walk 6 - 10 hours to cover the 12.5km from the car to Nel’s Cave. Walk in one
push or start out in the late afternoon & sleep over at Shepherd’s Hut, which is about 8.1km from the car.

Access: Towerkop & the land on the walk-in has various owners. Access is not restricted, but the start is on private farm land
& you need to phone before accessing Towerkop. Contact info@easterncaperockclimbing.co.za for the current access info.

Time & Weather: There are shaded & sunny faces, thus Towerkop offers all year climbing. Winter will be very cold. With
potential for snow. Being on the edge of the Mediterranean region, Towerkop will get more rain in winter. Nel’s Cave seeps
badly after heavy rain. Summers are hot in the sun, but quite cool in the shade. Bring a hat & down jacket in summer. The
scribe has seen icicles & frost in Nel’s Cave on 24th Dec.

Drinking Water: can be a serious issue in summer & in times of drought. Water in winter is less of an issue as Towerkop is
supposed to get most of her rain in winter. Don’t expect water between the start & the Shepherd’s Hut. Carry enough.
Especially in summer.

The following water locations relate to numbers on both maps:
1. There is a strong stream with pools that flows 400m from the Shepherd’s Hut. This
was running quite strongly in December 2016 & 2017, which were particularly dry years.
2. The path from Shepherd’s Hut to Nel’s Cave crosses a stream with pools about
700m from Shepherd’s Hut. This stream does not normally dry up.
3. There is a drip in Nel’s Cave. This was reasonably good in December 2016/17.
Dripping at about 2 litres every 4 hours. It drips into ice cream tubs & it is recommended
that these are consistently decanted into bottles.
4. Water Cave, which is about 1km walk, with a bit of a scramble from Nel’s Cave, is the
most reliable water source. This pool refills continuously & was full in the dry years of
2016/17. Please don’t waste this water. Remember to carry a cup to the Water Cave.
This will help with scooping out water without stirring up the sediment.
5. There are a few small pools under some huge overhangs about 100m along the
ledge under the scree slope. These can be used for washing, not really drinking. Take a
pot.
6. 100m Down the talus between the Sun Terrace & Buchu Buttress is a fairly large
trough of water. This can be used for washing. Take a pot.
7. There is a small pool under the western face on the Western Summit. This could be
drunk in an emergency.

Potential: There is still a fair potential for new routes on the two main summits & plenty
on the minor crags around the main summits. The true purpose of this guide is to show
the next climber what still needs to be schnaffled.
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General: 116 traditional routes recorded. There are no bolts. This is not a sport area & no bolts what-soever should be placed. Not even top anchors. If you somehow slip, by-mistake perhaps & place a bolt, even if
your intentions are good… Please don’t expect a thank you, expect us to spank you. Don’t expect scorn on
some limp dick climbing forum. Expect the f****** inquisition! There are folks who are prepared to drive, box &
chop.
There are numerous fantastic sport lines at Waterkloof, Oudtshoorn & Montagu, all not far away. With limited walk-in &
potential for new routes.

Rock Type: Sandstone & quartzite mix.

Security: Not an issue at all, except for woozie! While in Ladismith the usual precautions apply.

Environmental Issues: Please educate your entire group properly on all these points. Never presume that they would
know.
1. The major issue is taking a crap. Please take this seriously. Normally there is shit & paper all over the place at Nel’s
Cave. Please don’t shit or piss in Nel’s Cave or on the path between Nel’s Cave & the Sun Deck. There is a very nice
discrete stone longdrop on the Sun Deck. Please use it for turds & toilet paper only. Please don’t put any rubbish in it. When
it is full there is not really a suitable place to build another one.
The current boggie was built by the usual do-crew from the Eastern Cape. Thanks Terence Trevaskis, Garvin Jacobs &
Derek Marshall.
2. No bolting at all...ever! Not even well intentioned abseil anchors to-make-it-safe. Climbers have gone up & down
Towerkop for more than 125 years without bolts. No mixed routes. You will not be thanked, you will be spanked. The policy of
Box (PK!) & Chop will be strictly applied!
3. Swim in the stream (far below), but do not use any soap.
4. Please do not spit tooth paste in the water or on rocks.
5. Carry water to wash dishes away from the drinking water. Don’t wash in the water cave.
6. Please don’t waste water! Especial in these dry times.
7. Break branches in the path as you walk.
8. Please don’t leave any rubbish. Not even braai bones…and not foil. Smokers, we see your stompies. Please take them
with you.
9. There is a braai grid & a set fireplace in Nel’s Cave. Please only use that one fireplace.
10. Wuzzie (you will know him!!!...he will find you!) is a protected species. Don’t be greedy...Share!

Cool Stuff Round-&-About to enjoy on off days:
Warning! Do not read the following if you are freezing your arse-off in Nel’s Cave, eating two-minute noodles!
1. The last coffee shop on the L as you head out of Ladismith towards Oudtshoorn...is freaking divine! They have beers,
steak, beers, pizza, beers, great burgers, beers & what-what! They are open reasonably late.
2. Hottest commercial hot springs in South Africa at Carlitzdorp Spa (56 C…ja dis voken warm!) to get the life back into your
feet & legs after the walk down. Also, hot springs at Warmwaterberg (44°C in the direction CT). They have a pub that serves
beer, steak & chips.
3. Great Port & sweet hot chicks on the Port tasting tours in Carlitzdorp. Leave the credit card in the car…the hotties have
seen it all before.
4. Carlitzdorp has a few conglomerate sport lines.
5. Oudtshoorn has more than a 111 limestone sport lines, grass, hot showers & a pool.
6. Ronnie’s Sexshop on the road from Ladismith to Barrydale has cold beer & lots of grim old panties. If grim old panties are
your thing…they allow free sniffing. (Ronnie’s also has sweaty underpants to cater for Cape Town dudes {Waren G} ☺
hehehe!
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History: The most comprehensive version of the history can be found on www.easterncaperockclimbing.co.za .
There are extensive histories recorded in numerous MCSA Journals. Basically, Gustav Nefdt, a local farmer,
solo climbed to the top of the Western Summit in 1885. This is the first recorded rock route in South Africa.
Remember the Khoekhoen & Bushmen hammered stakes into cracks to climb up to beehives, ok sure, this was
actually the first dogging.
In September 2010 Towerkop was officially incorporated into the Eastern Cape 25. Announcement made at the 125
anniversary of Neft’s successful summit.
Accommodation: On the mountain the best sleeping is at Nel’s Cave. There are numerous other caves that show signs of
having been used in the past, but Nel’s Cave is the most popular. On the walk-in there is the Shepherd’s Hut. Both of these
sleeping spots are quite rudimentary. Bring a blow-up mattress, warm sleeping bag & down jacket, even in summer. There is
cell phone reception at both Nel’s Cave & the Shepherd’s Hut.

Camping at the dam at the start of the walk-in is allowed, but is quite rough. 6km from the start of the walk-in is the magical
Towerkraaljie camping ground. It’s truly magical! This is the recommended stay. Green grass, lovely ablutions, water tap &
power point in every camping spot. Contact Andrew & Marlene Bezuidenhout on 0285511296 to make a reservation.

Western
Summit

Eastern
Summit
Nel's Cave
Buttress
Pretorian
Terrace

Buchu
Buttress

Nel's Cave
Terrace

Sun Deck

easy walk-in
route, no
scramble

Nel's Cave
Black Spot
Cave

Misty Gates
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Western Summit
This is the higher of the two summits. Routes are recorded in an anti-clockwise direction from Nefdt’s Route.

South Face of the Western Summit
To descend from the Western Summit; scramble safely from terrace to terrace till you reach the top of Nefdt’s Route. A single
abseil with two 50m ropes will get you to the bottom. Abseil is possible with two abseils on a single 60m rope.
1. Goad to Valor - 25 A3 
Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 27/12/2009
Route takes the largest open book roof about 60m L of Nefdt’s Route.
P1 – 25/A3 - 25m Start in L facing open book. Up to the roof, move R towards the coffin. At the base of the coffin move L via
aid to a thin rail. R to belay.
P2 – 23 Follow the large roof cracks. Exit up chimney to grassy ledge above.
2. Two Minutes to Midnight – 23 
47m Juan-dray Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 22/12/2011
Start about 12m L of Nefdt’s Route, in a L facing open book. Up crack into R facing open book till below a roof. Move L out of
the route. Diagonally L into big open book.
3. Seventh Son of a Seventh Son – 20 
47m Derek Marshall & Robyn Bonnett 22/12/2011
Start about 10m L of Nefdt’s Route. Up crack, moving R around nose. Up into good gully to below a roof. L out of roof, up
crack to top out.
4. Nefdt’s Variation – 18 
Start up the shallow recess to the L of Nefdt’s Route. The 2nd pitch is the same as Nefdt’s Route.
This was top roped down by Cornelius Nel of the Bert Berrisford party of 1931 7. The first free ascent was not recorded.
5. Nefdt’s Route – 17 
Gustav Nefdt 25/10/1885 1

2

This is the oldest recorded route in SA. After Nefdt solo climbed his route, no one else could lead it until it was climbed again
in 1947 by Brian Russell 9. The Bert Berrisford party of 1931’s, Horace Singer, climbed down Nefdt’s crux on a top rope,
without weighting it 7.

On the grassy ledge, start immediately behind a big block.
P1 – 17 - 25m Pull through a small overhang to get into an open book. Continue up trending L on the ramp above, to a large
ledge. Move 5m L to a comfortable ledge stance below the LH chimney.
P2 – 16 - 26m Up the easy chimney to the terrace above. From here scramble to the top.
6. Nefdt’s Extension – 18
Derek & Juan-dray Marshall 20/12/2009
P2 – 18 - 26m From the top of Nefdt’s Route, move 4m along the ledge to the crack above the abseil station. Up the crack
through a 2m section of perfect off width. Continue over thin gear to a ledge above.
P3 - 15 – 15m Up the ramp above to the summit.
7. Berrisford’s Variation –
Arthur Bertram Berrisford, Horace Singer, P. J. Burrell & Cornelius Nel 16/03/1931 7
8
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Starts just R of the big block, under a big overhang.
P1 Pull through the overhang using a remarkable ear shaped flake. Up the face on small holds for about 5m
trending slightly L. L & up over a bulge. Then zigzag L for another 4m to belay from a chock stone wedged in a
deep crack.
P2 Back down & traverse L & continuing in the same direction across the depression at a point well above the bulge. Merge
with Nefdt’s Route & continue along the same line to the top.

South Face of
Western Summit

618
P4
P3

P4

P3


P2
P3

P3

P2
P2

P2

418
125,A3

223 320



P2

P2

821
518

7?

919

1015

1125

Scribe’s note: This looks hard, 24 at least. The MCSA Journals mention “removed the deal planks which had been placed
against the rock by Nel sometime before to assist him in previous attempts on the route.7” This would have been at the base
of Nefdt’s Route or Nefdt’s Variation. “…and gained the base of Nefdt’s Route. Here we came upon three twelve-foot deals
bolted together.5” Deals are standard pine plank & could have been used as assistance during the climb. It is unlikely that this
route was free climbed as per modern norm.
8. Marshall Trevaskis South Face of the Western Summit Chimney Route – 21
Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 25/12/2009
P1 – 21 - 15m Up chimney cavern to belay from the top of the 2nd huge chock stone.
P2 – 16 - 32m Up chimney past a few easy roves. Continue to comfortable grassy ledge.
P3 – 17 - 45m Straight up to the summit.
9. Proelio Procosi – 19 
Derek Marshall, Martin Rehm & Garvin Jacobs 23/12/2008
Start up the break in the overhang, between the chimney & Frank Berrisford’s Route.
P1 – 19 - 15m Up the LH break in the roof to a good ledge.
9
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P2 – 19 - 35m Up the R facing open book. Move L & up trending L to a large sloping ledge.
P3 – 16 - 38m Up to the big ledge. L across the chimney. Move up on steps L wards.
P4 – 10 - 15m Easiest path to the top.
10. Frank Berrisford’s Route – 15  6
Frank Berrisford, A. Bray & Eddie G. Pells 04/04/1929
Start in the R facing open book about 18m to the R of Nefdt’s Route.
P1 - 14 - 20m Up R facing open book. Continue up L trending crack to a stance.
P2 – 15 - 16m Continue up R facing open book to a good ledge.
P3 – 15 - 15m Continue up R facing open book to a ledge. Traverse 6m L on the ledge.
P4 – 14 Up large easy stepped open book trending L.
11. Last Round Last Minute – 25 
Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 26/12/2009
Start at the base of Frank Berrisford’s Route.
P1 – 25 – 51m Traverse up & R to gain the arête. Up crack on LH side of the arête to a ledge that could be a stance. Up on
RHS of arête, moving back L 2m below the roof. Move L to a break, diagonally R through the roof to a belay ledge.
P2 – 22 - 46m Up on the arête above the belay ledge to the top.
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East Face of the Western Summit
1. Life Line – 15
I. T. Martin, A. Felaar & C. Felaar 26/12/1969 12

19

Approach the chock stone from the South. This is the easiest way. From the top of the chock stone the route is to the L.
P1 – 13 - 7m Traverse 3m 7 up to a stance below an overhang.
P2 – 15 Negotiate the overhang. Up the off width above for 3m to a belay ledge. This pitch was original aided, but was freed
by Dion Tromp & Mike Scott at 15.
P3 – 15 Continue straight on through a bulging section. Belay from the very top of the bulge.
P4 – 15 Straight up past the ‘cross-roads’ crack. Then slightly R & straight up for 2m to a large ledge.
P5 – 13 Up the slab to the R for 4m to a corner. A few steps. Then scramble to the top.

East Face of
Western Summit

115
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North Face of the Western Summit
1. Saturday’s Corner – 13
Mike Scott, John Brimble, Peter Attenborough & Keith Bell Easter 1971 14
Up the corner in the LH retaining wall a few meters L of the
huge gully, Gully D, which is about 40m L of Jackson’s

212 3
10

GD

Quartzite Face. Climb a flat face as far as a traverse line to

519

the L, which moves into a stepped groove. Follow this to
the top.

815

715

Scribe’s note: it doesn’t look like a grade 13 at all.
2. West’s Corner – 12
William Croucher West, A. A. Jurgens, A. T. Prentise & J.

1019

K. Mcghie 17/04/1911 4

1217

11?

This line according to 1926 MCSA journal is somewhat
East of Jackson’s Quartzite Face.
P1 Up LH crack of Gully D, at about 15m, stance in the
chimney.
P2 Traverse along a ledge half a meter wide for 6m. Then

113

IITW

up for 14m. 5m L to a ledge.
P3 Up 6m to a narrow ledge. Traverse L for 2m too the

RR

base of a small crack. Up this for 5m & on to a stance in a

613 7
15

stone filled gully near a large pinnacle.
P4 Traverse R for 6m on a 15cm ledge, then straight up for

The Eye

Fairy Cave

7m over loose & rotten rock to the base of a large chimney.

914

P5 Up narrow chimney that is closed near the top. Move
out R to avoid the choke stone & up to a 1m ledge.
P6 Traverse L over a mass of loose boulder s to the base
of a large pinnacle. Up a small crack to gain the base of a
large overhung chimney that is also closed at the top.

North Face of
Western Summit

P7 A small traverse & non-descript scrambling takes you to
the summit.
Scribe’s note: it doesn’t look like a grade 12. Looks more like a 17 …at least.
3. Gully D – 10
Keith Bell & Mike Scott Easter 1971 14
Up the back of the huge gully to the L of Jackson’s Quartzite Face. Climb straight up the faces. Step to the L into the chimney
& continue straight up, exiting to the R at the top.
Scribe’s note: it doesn’t look like a grade 10. Looks more like 18/19.
4. Instants in the Wind – 15 
3m L of the chimney, start in a L facing open book. Up trending L into twin cracks. Continue up to the ledge above. Easy
climbing to the top. 20
5. Discretion the Better Part of Valor – 19 
Derek Marshall & Patrick Brown 30/12/2016
P1 – 17 – 44m Up a prominent chimney to a huge abseil station, to a stance on a grassy ledge behind a large block.
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P2 – 19- 29m Move 4m L on grassy ledge. Up short gully chimney onto ledge. Step out L onto nice arête. Up
then move around the corner of the arête & onto the smooth slabs to the L. Up on thinly protected moves to a
stance on a ramp ledge, under a roof.
P3 – 19 – 29m R up slopped ledge, round the corner, up onto large ledge. Across the ledge to a prominent
quartzite pillar. Up the pillar to the top
using the layback.
6. Botha’s Variation to Jackson’s

519

North Face of
Western Summit

P3

Quartzite Face – 13
K. Botha 2012 CL

P2

Climb the obvious crack on the eastern
side of prominent jutting prow, this is L of



Jackson’s Quartzite Face. At the large
ledge re-join Jackson’s Quartzite Face for
the 2nd, 3rd & 4th pitches.
7. Jackson’s Quartzite Face – 15 
George F. Travers-Jackson & Arnold E.
Boothman 14/04/1906 3
From the scree slop below, scramble up
over ledges to belay below a stepped veg
recess.
P1 Up stepped veg recess trending R to
the prominent L facing open book crack.

415

519

Up the jagged layaway to a stance.

613

715

P2 Up steps & blocks to the base of the chimney. Up chimney & a further 5m to a large ledge.
P3 Walk 15m L to below a low neck. Climb through the neck & follow a wide ledge for about 20m to below an easy gully.
P4 Up the easiest blocky way to the top.
Scramble with care to the summit.
8. White’s Finish to the Quartzite Face – 15 
R. Hallack, K. White, P. H. Andrews & I. C. Smith 29/12/1925 5
Same first 2 pitches of Jackson’s Quartzite Face, but in the large ledge above instead of moving 15m R, rather climb the first
chimney break. This is the more direct line & in most likely the one climbers normally take when they climb Jackson’s
Quartzite Face.

The following routes are reached by traversing on the easy, but scary ledge that runs from the start of Jackson’s Quartzite
Face. There is a prominent walk-through-eye to the R of Jackson’s Quartzite Face.
9. Crazy Cracks – 14
S. Lotz, Koos van Zyl & H. Snijders May 1960 11
The first pitch scales the rock band immediately to the L of the start of Graaff’s North West Face Route.
P1 – 9 - 7m Up short face or narrow recess to broad blocky ledge.
P2 – 12 - 12m Up chimney that is blocked halfway up. Up recess above to a stance below an overhanging recess.
P3 – 12 - 10m A chimney in the RH wall of the recess, leads to a stance in the mouth of a corridor that cuts through the
buttress.
P4 – 12 Follow the corridor into the buttress for 5m. Then up a narrow shaft & through a narrower worm hole to another
corridor that emerges on the eastern side of the buttress. Up to another passage above & back onto the western side of the
buttress.
13
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P5 – 12 - 12m A crocked overhanging chimney halfway between Whites Finish & the original finish to Jackson’s
Quartzite Face leads the scramble to the top.
10. Space Captain – 19 
E. Marais & R. H Smithers – 21/04/1979 19
This is the more or less direct lineup the LH side of Graaff’s North West Face Route.
P1 – 15 - 30m Scramble 3m up the gully below Crazy Cracks to a steep scoop, exiting R onto an easy angled face.
Diagonally R & up good holds to a small stance that is level with the upper traverse of Graaff’s North West Face Route.
P2 – 19 - 40m Traverse back L for 19m to below a series of steep stepped cracks. Up the cracks to a large ledge. Walk &
scramble L on the ledge to where a huge pinnacle joins the main face.
P3 – 17 - 30m Climb the face with the arête on the L and a deep crack on the R. Keep to the L of the face, avoiding the very
steep central section by going L around the corner & reappearing a few arêtes higher. Scramble around to the L into a gully
which leads to the top.
11. Graaff’s North West Face Route –
Jannie de van Graaff & J. M. Thorp 05/09/1947 9
P1 Up the recess. Not very obvious traverse R for a long way to a short crack.
P2 Up the short crack, with some miraculously wedged blocks. Move back L to a stance on a narrow & exposed ledge.
P3 Up the steep face above to where it is possible to traverse R. On to a small stance on the corner above a large overhang.
P4 Up the tricky recess, just around the corner. Up to the base of the gully that is the final pitch of Jackson’s Quartzite Face.
Up easy R trending stepped ledges that step across the whole face. Up a steepening wide gully crack with a boulder in it.
Step trending L up easy break. Traverse R & around the corner. Continue upwards over easier ground.
12. Crack-a-Jack – 17
E. Marais & R. Smithers – 21/04/1979 19
Start in the middle of the face about 10m R of Graaff’s North West Face Route.
P1 – 15 - 35m Up crack, with textbook perfect nut placements lower down, to a large ledge. Move R to & up another crack to
a ledge below a black groove. Up the groove on good holds to where the face begins to lean back. Up & L to belay in a cubby
hole (Same stance as P1 of Space Captain).
P2 – 17 - 30m Diagonally up & R to a fine jam crack. Up this to a large ledge. Scramble easily to the top.
13. Don’t Mention the Cam - 18
Richard Halsey, Jayson Orton, Geoff Du Toit 22/04/2008 22
Start: About 35 m L of the NW corner of the buttress in a shallow corner below a tall vertical crack.
P1 – 18 - 50m Climb straight up the crack, finishing up a small chimney. Scramble back to the big ledge.
P2 – 17 - 48m Starting just R of the big chimney, step up R onto the shelf then back L onto the prow. Climb the face R of the
chimney following the obvious line until forced L to the chimney 5 m below the ledge. Climb up to the ledge. Exit carefully or
else move up R.
P3 – 16 - 35m Chimney up a few moves to a rail on the L wall at 3 m then climb the L wall to the base of the V-groove.
Traverse R then climb the face to the ledge. Scramble up and belay above the next rock band.
14. North West Arête – 17
Richard Ledger, John Rous & John Moss June 1973 15
Start on a pinnacle about 50m to the L of the edge of the north face.
P1 – 14 - 26m Climb the steep wide crack.
P2 – 14 - 26m Continue up the crack system above.
P3 - 16 - 23m Up the narrowing chimney with increasing difficulty. Belay on a ledge to the L.
P4 – 12 - 32m Move back into the crack on the R. Up to a large ledge that runs across the face. Up easy ground to belay to
the R of an orange pillar.
14
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P5 – 17 - 23m Up the wide, smooth chimney on the RH side of the pillar. The chimney narrows & begins to
overhang. Over the chock stone, then L over a small sloping ledge to a small stance.
P6 – 14 - 30m Step back into the steep, narrow crack & up to the big orange overhang. Move L along the ledge
to belay in a steep gully.
P7 – 12 - 30m Up the gully moving out R at the top.
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West Face of the Western Summit
1. West Side Story – 19
Mike Scott, Dion Tromp & A. Dintheer New Year 1988 20
Start on the arête to the L of Black Crack’s recess, behind some large blocks.
P1 – 14 “Thoughtful” (limited gear) pitch to narrow ledge. Move R into Black Crack to avoid bushes & to gain the large ledge
above.
P2 – 14 Steep, delightful pulls on the corner above. Move R onto a face, then up parallel to West Face Route to a ledge.
P3 – 17 To the R an undercut start leads to a chimney crack, which narrows to a strenuous jam crack. Up to a cramped niche
stance.
P4 – 19 Up the intimidating, but well protected recesses & hanging flakes. Up the white slit with finger locks & a wedged
block to rail on the L

2. Gorilla in the Mist - 19
Jayson Orton & Richard Halsey 21/04/2008 19
Start: At the base of the NW arête of the western buttress.
P1 - 17 - 25m Climb directly up the arête to a ledge.
P2 – 19 - 35m Continue up the arête till forced right into a shallow scoop. Move up this, then back to the arête and scramble
up to the next ledge (the one that runs off in both directions). Continue on one of the other west or north face routes.
3. Black Crack Variation –
Arthur Bertram Berrisford, Percy Bunde & Horace Singer 1931

9

P1 Same as Black Crack.
P2 Same as Black Crack.
P3 At the foot of the Black Crack chimney, traverse L onto a large flat face. Up this to the top.
4. Black Crack – 13
Frank Berrisford, A. Bray & Eddie G. Pells descended this route in 04/04/1929 6
P1 Start in stepped crack system to R of LH arête of South West Face. Step L around the corner onto a ledge.
P2 Step L & traverse into a large passage to the base of a large chimney.
P3 Up the gloomy strenuous chimney to a stance.
P4 Step R & into the next chimney gully.
5. West Face Direct Start – 15
Dave & John Cheesmond Christmas 1973 16
Start 8m R of the edge of the buttress. Up a delicate water worn face moving slightly R, then L & up to the walking traverse
ledge.
6. West Face Route – 14
Keith Bell & Mike Scott Easter 1971 14
Start to the R of Black Crack. Climb through the faces to the big ledge that runs from the northern side. Round the corner
onto the western side. Walk along the ledge & then up a diagonal line up the west face & across into the top RH cubbyhole
section. Break through the overhangs on the RH side of this line.

7. Magic Mirror - 21
Ed February, Tini Versfeld & Dion Tromp 01/01/1993

21

Start at a large stepped recess, midway along the base of the West Face.
P1 – 18 - 25m Up the stepped recess trending R. Belay below half moon roof.
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P2 – 18 - 25m Diagonally L across the wall to the skyline. Up an easy face to a small stepped recess. Up this
crack system to a comfy ledge.
P3 – 19 - 20m Up the recess to a large ledge.
P4 – 21 - 45m Step from the large block slab at the base of the large crack onto the smooth face on the L. Up a
thin crack till able to move 3m L to larger grips. Diagonally R for 10m to a slightly overhanging recess. Up this to the top.
8. Too High for the Jedi – 24
Ed February, Tini Versfeld & Dion Tromp 02/01/1993

21

Start about 8m R of Magic Mirror.
P1 – 24 - 23m Up easy rock for a few meters to a rail below a small roof. Rail R for about 2.5m, then up diagonally R to the
overhanging break. Up the break to the stance.
P2 – 19 - 20m Up the steep face to the roof. Move R around the roof, then straight up easier rock to a small stance below a
small orange recess.
P3 – 19 - 40m Diagonally L & follow a small recess to a small roof. L around the roof to a small ledge. Move R & up a vertical
crack to a steep recess with magnificent jugs to a stance.
P4 – 17 - 30m Climb the recess for 5m, moving R at the top. Up the face to the top.
9. Western Flyer Direct – 21, M1
Dion Tromp & Mike Scott 02/01/1988 20
Start about 50m R of Black Crack.
P1 – 19 - 25m Pull around an overhang, using a layback jug high on the L, gain the jam crack in the grey face. Up the wall on
the L until it’s possible to move back R & up a layback finger crack to a ledge. This is the same as P1 of Western Flyer.
P2 – 15 Step L 7m up a steep face to the lower handrail under the overhang. Rail R over the undercut & pull up onto a
stance.
P3 – 20, M0 Up trending R to a through a vague recess below a massive roof. Strenuous moves & a diagonal break to reach
a hanging belay in the rail directly below the massive roof.
P4 – Rail R with good protection into a slit on the exposed prow. A tricky stand-up leads to thin committing moves up steep
vague recesses, moving R on hand rails along the way. Pull onto the stance at the base of P7 of Western Flyer.
Continue up P7 & P8 of Western Flyer.
10. Four Days & Twelve Eggs – 22
Jayson Orton & Carel Haumann 21/04/2008 19
This is basically a direct Western Flyer Direct. P1 & P4 are the same.
P2 – 22 - 22m From the LH edge of the ledge. Up Twin cracks. Then continue straight up to a tiny ledge with a block on its L
end.
P3 - 36m Traverse 4m R. Go straight up to the roof. Rail R till able to pull up onto the prow. Up for 20m to a roof. Rail R to a
blocky ledge.

11. Western Flyer - 21, M1
Dion Tromp & Mike Scott New Year 1989
Start about 50m R of Black Crack.
P1 – 19 - 25m Pull around an overhang, using a layback jug high on the L, gain the jam crack in the grey face. Up the wall on
the L until it’s possible to move back R & up a layback finger crack to a ledge.
P2 – 15 - 10m From the RH edge of the ledge, move up & R, then round to the R to a narrow ledge. Walk R to end of ledge
to a belay spot.
P3 – 14 - 10m Up the recessed corner with a big flake stuck in it. At the handrail under the overhang, move R & up onto a
ledge. Continue to the third small platform stance below an overhang.
P4 – 21/M1 - 35m Up the bulging recess on the L & up to the rail below the overhang. Rail R with spaced foot grips to the
end. Step up & continue R around a corner into a gully. Up the gully to a stance.
17
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P5 – 16 - 30m Follow a line on the L to a steep grey wall. Up & diagonally L to a large block at the end of the
ledge to the L of Nefdt’s Route.
P6 – Scramble up to the L corner. Traverse behind & over some blocks until the ledge ends at a small stance
below a steep ramp.
P7 – 19 - 40m A steep face the through an overhang with thin finger slots. Move R into the recess with jams & finger lock
slits. Up to a ledge.
P8 – 10 - 20m Move L onto steep easy face. Top out.
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Lower West Face of the Western Summit
Down the scree slope past a huge cave with a mega blocky floor.
1. Evil Incarnate – 19
44m Derek Marshall & Ruben Snyman 30/12/2016
Just out of the huge cave, up just L of jagged open book off width, onto ledge. Up on the LHS of the ledge, then R onto the
arête. Directly up. At roof rail & out. Up faces above to the top.
2. Fighting Tea Monsters – 15
Ruben Snyman, Pat Brown & Derek Marshall 29/12/2016
12m Start up steps trending R, them step L & up to the ledge.
3. Duct Tape Pat – 18
30m Pat Brown & Ruben Snyman 29/12/2016
This route is on a ledge above the previous two. Startup scramble gully under RHS of roof to ledge & steps. Then follow the
prominent break.
4. Valley Cat – 17
Pat Brown & Derek Marshall 29/12/2017
Start up prominent chimney formed by break away flake. Move L in passage behind the flake. Directly up the railed clean
face to the L.
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Eastern Summit
South Face of the Eastern Summit
1. Bell Scott South Face Route – 14
Mike Scott & Keith Bell +- 1971 14
Start to the R of the cleft, from the top of the grass steps in the middle of the face.
2. Long John – 14 
Dave & John Cheesmond Christmas 1973 16
Start from the highest grass ledge on the R of the cleft splitting the peak. Climb a groove till it is possible to move to the R &
up to a small stance around the corner. Traverse further R onto a water worn face then up diagonally R to a ledge. Move
slightly L onto the face above & straight up hollow sounding flakes, to exit into a gully. Traverse L, then straight up to the top.
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3. In Search for the Qivittok – 18
Magnus & Viera Wagener & Marianna Nikoma Dec 2009 (T)
P1 - 10 - 10m Climb up to leaning block.
P2 – 18 – 50m Climb the L face of L facing flaring open book. Up to a narrow ledge next to a small roof. Up narrow chimney
onto a small ledge on R.
P3 – 17 - 20m Up the narrow chimney & step L onto face, then through post box on top.
4. Orange Pants – 20
Uwe Pitsch & Anita Hintringer Dec 2013
P1 – 19 Start just R of small cavern. Up below jutting nose into L facing small open book. Step L to the prominent line that
runs into the prominent L facing large open book.
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P2 – 20 Up L facing open book below huge block that caps the open book. L under the block, up to the roof,
then L again to a break. Up the break to the top.
5. Trilogy – 16
Ed February & Steve Bridgman 31/03/1975 17
Start about 20m L of a huge block leaning against the South Face.
P1 – 14 - 21m Up wide orange crack to a stance.
P2 – 13 - 21m Traverse R to a diagonal crack. Up this to an extraordinary stance (WTF does this mean).
P3 – 16 - 21m Up the crack through the small overhang & past a small rest spot. Then traverse L & around the corner.
Continue up to a stance.
P1 – 14 - 15m Move R & up to the top.
6. Trilogy Direct – 19
Uwe Pitsch, Anita Hintringer & Barbara Lantschner Dec 2013
Take the in-cut to the R of Trilogy. Up then trend diagonally R cut the corner short where Trilogy traverses out R and climb
straight up.
7. Fighting the World – 18
Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 21/12/2009
P1 – 18 - 26m Up the crack system 2m L of the open book, Not the Christmas Route. Where the rock becomes dangerously
loose traverse R to a belay large block that is very loose.
P2 – 15 – 22m Up for 8m, then R into abseil gully.
8. Repentance – 18
Derek Marshall & Pat Brown 29/12/2017
P1 – 18 – 26m Up prominent wide R facing open book break. At the top traverse R to a sketchy stance in a corner with some
seriously dangerous precarious blocks.
P2 – 15 – 22m Up for 8m, then R into abseil gully. This is an escape pitch. The intended pitch is up the R facing open book
above.
9. Not the Christmas Route – 18
Derek Marshall & Craig Bester 25/12/2006
Start 5m L of the prominent leaning block.
P1 – 18 - 26m Up a short open book. Move R into the L facing open book. Belay from stance to the L of the stacked blocks.
P2 – 14 - 30m Traverse R onto a ledge. Move R & up into the gully. Move R across the gully to the abseil point on the RH
side of the gully.

10. Leaning Block Route - 20
Start just L of the prominent leaning block. Straight up for 28m to a ledge to the R of some stacked blocks. Continue up
jagged arête above. 18
11. Christmas Pudding – 23
Charles Green & Derek Marshall 25/12/2006
Single pitch which starts on the other side of the gully opposite the top abseil in the The ‘D’ Route of the Eastern Summit.
Start R of the prow & L of the choss. Up trending R through some weird hanging features which were eroded round.
12. The ‘D’ Route – 15
Mr Melville (an excise officer), Captain Bailey & 5 others 05/11/1885

1

This route was climbed as part of a trigonometrical survey.
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This is the obvious gully scramble 5m to the R of the prominent leaning block. This is also the easiest descent
route from the Eastern Summit.
P1 – 15m – 15 Up off width crack in back of gully. Onto veg ledge.
P2 – 17m – 14 Up chimney to belay in gully above.
Scramble up the gully with ease to a wide ledge. Walk L for about 15m, then scramble up an easy gully.
13. Route X – 23
Start a few meters R of The D’ Route.
P1 – 23 - 25m Up a white face which is divided by a L trending diagonal crack. Up through the center of the face to the top of
the pinnacle.
P2 – 16 Up onto the face above. Follow the RH crack, until able to step L.
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East face of the Eastern Summit
1. ‘D’ Chimney – 10
+-1901 18
Start in the chimney, moving L behind the pinnacle into the gully of The D’ Route.
Note from scribe: does not look like 10 at all.

2. Greater Sloth - 22
Ed February, Tini Versfeld & Dion Tromp 31/12/1992 21
Start under a large overhang 8m R of the chimney which is the start of The ‘D’ Route.
P1 – 22 - 20m Easy rock to a roof 8m up. Around the roof using the obvious break to a stance in a niche 10m above the roof.
P2 – 18 - 20m Up the large crack moving R at first & then back to the L to exit at the top.
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3. East Corner Route – 17
4m R of Greater Sloth. Up into a recess that becomes a R open book gain the large ledge. Traverse along the ledge to the L.
Then up. 18
4. Marginalization – 19 
Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 23/12/2015
P1 – 19 – 35m Up the ramp over easy ground, through a smooth section. Trend L into a break that goes to a large ledge.
Step R on the ledge to belay below the L trending overhanging crack open book.
P2 – 19 – 33m Up the stepped L trending open book. Break out of the overhang, L up on flakes & cracks. Rail L & up crack
system onto a comfy ledge.
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5. Can You Find an Easter Egg – 19
Jayson Orton & Geoff du Toit 23/04/2018 22
Start is at the very base of the Eastern Summit at a mini buttress that sticks out at the base of the wall about
halfway along. Start on the LHS of this small buttress & about 20m R of the large lower roofs & 4m R of a tall flake/pillar.
P1 – 16 – 35m Climb the short face & crack to the top of the small buttress. From the L end of the ledge, climb the face
diagonally R to pass R of some roofs. Move back L above the roofs to a groove which leads to a ledge. Belay here.
P2 – 19 – 35m Climb straight up the crack that splits the smooth face. Move into the small corner then back onto the arête.
Continue up through the L facing corner, traverse 2m L, then go up to the roof. Traverse R to a small airy ledge.
P3 – 19 – 28 From the R side of the ledge, move onto the nose then traverse 3m R onto a good face. Balance up L to cracks
which lead to a ledge. Climb to the next ledge which is the main ledge across the east face.

6. East Wall – 14
Keith Bell & Mike Scott Easter 1971

14

Up large open book in the middle of East Face. Two 50m pitches up, at a blockage, traverse R & continue up to the top.
7. Nothing Ventured Nothing Gained – 18
50m Ross Suter 25/09/2010 CL
Climb in one long pitch.
8. Unrecorded Route – 14
Persons Unknown CL

Eastern Face of
Eastern Summit

Start up the nasty recess to the R of the undercut
chimney. Into L trending diagonal recess. Which is
the first pitch of ‘D’ Route & to the L of Keen’s Block
Route. Follow the recess for 2 pitches, past a
smooth layback face. Then up the R trending
diagonal to the top.
9. Supper Faffer – 19
B. de Villiers & R. Smithers Easter 1974 18
Start 10m L of the block that marks the start of
Keen’s Block Route, under some perfect R facing
open book fist crack roves, but don’t use these.
P1 – 14 - 35m Up for 6m, then move L onto grey
rock & R onto bollard. Traverse R to a recess, then
up the crack to a ledge
P2 – 19 - 35m Up & round the corner on the L. Up a
series of cracks to a small niche. Up a distinctive
crack that is smooth on both sides. Move R at the
top & up onto a ledge.
Scramble to the top.
10. Keen’s Block Route – 15 
Teddy Keen, Harry Currey, Brian Russell & Denys
Williamson 24/09/1947 9
P1 – 30m – 14 Start a few meters L of the large
block that stands below the NE corner. Up an
24
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2

overhanging start to gain the face above. Gradually trend R & around the corner
11. Afterglow – 14
Dave & John Cheesmond Christmas 1973 16
Start 8m L of Prestidigitator. Traverse L into a crack. Up this to the top of the ‘pinnacle’. Straight up to the top.
12. Prestidigitator – 17
Keith Bell & Mike Scott Easter 1971

14

Start from a huge block to the R of the block used by Keen’s Block Route. The first pitch goes up a fingery slab. A layback
gets one into a crack. Follow the straight line to the top. This was the hardest route in 1971.
13. Cheesy’s Delight – 15
Dave & John Cheesmond Christmas 1973 16
Start just R of Prestidigitator. Climb the face diagonally R & up till it is possible to move back L into the crack system just R of
Prestidigitator. After a ledge continue up the recess to a stance shared with Graaff’s North West Buttress. Straight up the
chimney to the top.
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North Face of the Eastern Summit
1. Scott–Smithers North West Corner Direct – 13
Mike Scott & Richard Smithers June 1973 14
Direct start to North West Corner & chimney above Graaff’s original start.

2. Graaff’s North Buttress – 13
Jannie de van Graaff, O. Shipley & J. M. Thorp 05/09/1946 9
P1 Start up the open book recess. Onto a ledge. Traverse L to base of chimney.
P2 Up the chimney open book. To a stance halfway up.
P3 Continue up the chimney to a ledge on the L.
P4 up steps to the L to a chimney corner. Scramble to the summit.
3. Sexy Heksie – 21 
Joe Mohle & Juan-dray Marshall 20/12/2009
P1 – 21 - 25m Start 3m L of Graaff’s North West Buttress. Up obvious loose break. Continue straight up grey face to ledge at
base of R curving hand crack.
P2 – 19 - 25m Up R curving hand crack onto a flat summit with limited gear. Scramble from there to the top.
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4. Bell’s Chimney – 16
Dave Bell 1951 10
The obvious huge chimney.
P1 – 12 – 25m Easy scrambling to get into the bottom of the chimney.
P2 – 14 - 15m Blast up easy ground to the edge of the sandy ramp. Walk to the back of the passage to reach the chimney.
P3 – 16 – 45m Up chimney. Somewhere below the roof break out L onto a ledge. The crack in the roof is hard & would
require a number of 6 friends.
P4 Traverse out L on a good ledge. Then up easy ground to the summit.
5. There is no Tomorrow – 13
Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 20/12/2009
Up the stepped arête of the free stander.
6. Natural Mystic – 22 
Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 22/12/2009
Obvious line between the arête & the blockage in the passageway.
P1 – 20 - 45m Up groove to reach a perfect jam crack. Continue up to a small stance.
P2 – 22 - 31m Up thin crack. Where the crack system divides, choose the LH option. Move L to avoid the bulge. Up to a large
ledge.
P3 – 19 - 26m Straight up the crack over some ledges & directly through a small unprotected head wall.
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Nel’s Cave Terrace
This is the summit south of the main Towerkop summits. This is the summit viewed as you walk up from
Shepherds Hut. Nel’s Cave is on the south west corner. Most people stay in this cave.

This is the single pitch area to the

Nel's Cave Terrace

West or L of Nel’s Cave could also
be considered part of Nel’s Cave
Terrace. This is where most cave
recreation & sunning takes place.
P3

The long drop is on the Sun
Terrace.
1. Theater of the Absurd – 25

P2

Mike Roberts, Paul Schlotveld &

P2

P2

Keith James 02/01/1990 23
P1 – 20 - 18m Up the prominent
thin finger crack to a hanging
stance under a roof.
P2 – 25 Move out of the roof to

527

the R. Up 12m to a stance below a
large roof.
P3 – 21 - 18m Break out to the
huge ledge above.
2. Wicked Wizard – 21

221

125
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419

Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 22/12/2010
Start below 3m splitter, about 5m R of Theater of the Absurd. Climb the splitter, move R & up the open book to the top.
3. Marshall Crack – 24
Juan-dray & Derek Marshall 19/12/2011
P1 – 24 Up the prominent off width with a serious fight.
P2 – 17 Up the short off width into the broken easy gully.
4. Stevie’s Dilemma – 19
Ed February & Steve Bridgman 30/03/1975
P1 – 20 Easy ground to gain a wide open book, with a large sloped flake 6m up. Over this & up moving R onto a large ledge.
P2 – 20 Up the sickle shaped open book. Exiting R, continue directly up the prow. Top out onto the Upper Terrace. Abseil 6m
R.
5. Manimal – 27
Juan-dray & Derek Marshall 19/12/2012
Up easy ground to ledge in open book. Up open book boulder problem & back onto easy ground. Continue to the top or
abseil from P1 of Flame & Fallacy.
6. Flame & Fallacy – 17
35m Derek Marshall & Craig Bester 27/12/2006
P1 – 17 About 15m L of the cave up the sweet R facing open book. To a ledge where you can belay or abseil down.
P2 – 19 Up directly behind the belay ledge to the ledge above.
28
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7. Die with Your Boots On – 19
Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 20/12/2011
5m R of Flame & Fallacy, up L facing open book. Move a bit R after it ends. Move up diagonally to the parallel
cracks. Use both parallel cracks to gain the top. Abseil point is directly above the parallel cracks.
8. Children of the Dammed – 19
Juan-dray & Derek Marshall 19/12/2011
P1 – 17 - 7m R of Flame & Fallacy, up into L facing open book. Up this to below a roof. Move L to avoid the roof. Belay 5m
below the parallel cracks.
P2 – 19 Up using both parallel cracks.
9. Moment of Insanity – 21
Mike Roberts & Paul Schlotveld 02/01/1990
This starts on the coffee ledge in front of Nel’s Cave. Up twin L trending cracks that start above the main sleeping cave. Start
below rail. Rail L early. Up for 5m then trend towards the RH crack. Up this to a prominent corner ledge. Move R to just under
the roof. Move L into easy grey gully face mix.
The following routes are a few 100m R of the Nel’s Cave along the path you would follow to Water Cave.

Nel's Cave Terrace

P2

P2

1219

1118
1017

10. Predictability of Stupidity – 17
Derek Marshall & Craig Bester 24/12/2006
About 120m R of the cave is a gully, which is capped with a monstrous block to form a black hole.
P1 – 17 - 32m Start on the LH blunt prow of the gully, on what seems to be a sweet doodle. Continue up over blocky ledges
to a sweet stance below a roof.
P2 – 17 - 29m Up the under-cut-wide-open-book in the roof. Move R into a shallow recess. Up for a few meters, before
moving L onto easy ground. Up the grass slope to belay from blocks under a massive cave.
To exit traverse the big ledge L or R to the scree slopes.
11. Merciless Onslaught – 18
Derek Marshall & Garvin Jacobs 21/12/2015
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P1 – 19 – 30m Start on a boulder, past undercut. Move out L onto a lose pillar section, up to the roof, rail R to a
large grassy ledge.
P2 – 17 – 34m Up open book break onto clean ramp section.
Walk off R, past the water cave.

12. Beyond the Black - 19
Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 21/12/2015
P1 – 18 – 32m Up L facing open book capped by low square roof. Move out L to indistinct break. Move back R on clean ramp
to huge ledge.
P2 – 10 – 12m Step R on ledge, round the corner to a stance below a double chimney.
P3 – 19 – 34m Up the chimney, then up the next chimney. Step L onto a nice easy face.

Nel's Cave Terrace

P2

P3

1317

1219

1415

1510
1617

13. Hold the Heathen Hammer High – 17
56m Derek Marshall, Ruben Snyman & Patrick Brown 29.12.2016
Up R facing layaway onto block on ledge. Directly up on lovely jugs to the top of the free stander. Traverse off the back to
belay the Pretorian Terrace.
14. Various Flavors of Filter – 15
Magnus & Viera Wagener 23/12/2008
Follow the path from Nel’s Cave in an easterly direction till 20m from L of where the path drops down & goes around the
corner. The route runs up the 2nd buttress from the where the path drops down. This is the less broken buttress. Up L facing
layback flake, topping onto ledge on LH side (under roof). Move R on ledge. Up ramp on R. Straight up on RH side to ledge.
Buttress a free stander with a bridge to the rear. Exit by walking L or R on Pretorian Terrace.
15. Tarantula Tantrum – 10
Jan Viljoen & Company 28/06/1999
Scramble up tricky gully to the Pretorian Terrace. This is not the quick or easy way to the water cave.
16. Hail to the Hammer – 17
42m Derek Marshall & Ruben Snyman 29.12.2016
Up the easy ramp to the L of the huge L facing lay away. On the ledge above move R about 2m, then up onto the blocky
ledge. Up on small crimps below a small roof, at the roof step R & directly up. Bamba for the top.
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17. The Evil Pat – 17
45m Patrick Brown & Derek Marshall 29.12.2016
Start up the arête, step L into groove& up into cubbyhole below chimney. Up the chimney & onto block. Up small
face & onto ledge. R into off width, then traverse R for 3mto L trending ramp. Bamba to the top.

1717
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Lower Nel’s Cave Buttress
From the Sun Terrace follow the talus slope that runs in the ravine below Buchu Buttress. Go down for about 100m.
1. Dehumanize – 14
14m Ruben Snyman, Craig bester & Neal Green 29/12/2018
7m L of prominent open book, up indistinct recess, then up over ledges.

2. Fire It Up - 14
16m Ruben Snyman, Craig bester & Neal Green 29/12/2018
5m L of prominent, start diagonal L facing short open book. Directly up over ledges.
3. Rude Awakening – 16
16m Up prominent open book. At the roof break out L & then directly up.
Patrick Brown & Ruben Snyman 29/12/2018
4. Valley Tiger – 16
Patrick Brown & Ruben Snyman 29/12/2018
16m Up prominent open book. At the roof break out R & then directly up.

Lower Nel's
Cave Buttress

316

114

32

416

P2
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Pretorian Terrace

Pretorian
Head

This is the terrace above Nel’s Cave. It can easily be reached by
scrambling up the second gully L of the Sun Terrace. The traverse R
on a large terrace. This is the same terrace as the main water cave, which is
further along to the east. Routes are recorded west to east. The
following routes are basically above the Nel’s Cave Terrace.

Pretorian Terrace

1. Precipitance – 19

(Above Nel's Cave)

Garvin Jacobs & Magnus Wagener
20/12/2008
P1 - 19 - 18m Up prominent ramp

Abseil
Point

break to a hanging stance below a

P2

large roof.
P2

P2 – 17 - 12m Traverse R under the
roof. Then scramble down.

2. Langa - 17
Garvin Jacobs & Martin Rehm
20/12/2008
P1 – 17 - 30m Start up the undercut

119

fist crack on the RH side. Up to a

217

ledge. Continue up ramp arête too smaller ledges & a stance.
P2 – 17 - 15m Continue up LH side of arête to the top.
3. Forged in Battle – 19

Pretorian Terrace
(Above Nel's Cave)

Martin Rehm, Derek Marshall &
Garvin Jacobs 20/12/2008
Start 30m R of Pretorian Head.
P1 – 19 - 22m Up to a small L
facing open book that starts 3m up.
Up this by-pass the roof. Move L

P3

over the roof to a R trending groove
open book. Belay from a ledge at
the top of the groove.
P2 – 19 - 23m Move L into wide
open book. Up to a roof. L under
P2

roof to a break, up & L again to a
slightly overhanging break. Up this,
then move R & then back L. A small
slab face leads to a ledge with a
roof.

319

P3 – 16 – 15m R around the roof to
top out.
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4. Pimp’s Delight – 17
Derek Marshall & Craig Bester 24/12/2006
This route starts about 90m L of the good water cave, opposite a fairly large “tooth” that sticks up on the edge of the ledge.
P1 – 17 - 39m Start up the easy looking ramp prow that curves R & narrows higher up. Soon after it narrows move L into a
nasty chimney. Up to a nasty stance.
P2 – 15 - 35m Continue up the nasty chimney to the top.
To exit walk to the West side. Scramble down as low as possible, then abseil to the Pretorian Terrace. Move north west &
down the scree slope to the Sun Terrace.

Pretorian Terrace
(Close to the water cave)

P2

WATER CAVE

417

34
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Buchu Buttress
Buchu Buttress is between Nel’s Cave Buttress & the Western Summit. These are the gray faces that are seen
from the Sun Terrace. The routes are mostly long single pitches.

Buchu Buttress - Upper South Face
1. Faith or Flatulence - 16
Magnus & Viera Wagener 20/12/2008
P1 -16 Start in a small R facing open book under the RH side of the huge split flake. Up through ‘V’ on the R of split flare. Up
trending R to grassy ledge. Traverse L along ledge to a stance below a square cut-out.
P2 – 16 Traverse L to the end of the ledge & up crack. Straight up to a comfortable rail. Traverse diagonally R to a ledge with
a large block. Abseil from here.
2. Kringer in ‘n Voken Bos – 19
Derek Marshall & Garvin Jacobs 21/12/2015
P1 – 18 – 20m Up short R facing open book. Up below the distinct line to a stance below the overhang.
P2 – 15 – 15m Traverse L into a gully, keep moving L over the gully to below a crack that goes through a bit of a roof corner.
P3 – 19 – 32m Up below fist crack through an overhang. Move R then up arête with off width to the L. Stance on the
shoulder.
Down climb to the west, take care.
Abseil
Point

Down
Climb

Abseil
Point

P2
P3
P2

116

219

Upper Buchu
Buttress

3. Der Osten ist Grau – 21
Martin Rehm & Derek Marshall 21/12/2008
Steps into thin crack. Up to L facing open book.

4. Fashion Crisis - 18
Derek Marshall & Martin Rehm 21/12/2008
P1 – 18 - 18m Start 6m L of Der Osten ist Grau, up an eroded prow to a ledge below a square roof.
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P2 – 15 - 38m Up the open book on the LH side of the roof. Continue up trending R onto the blunt arête. Up onto
a ledge. Step R. Continue up blocked buttress to a large ledge.
P3 – 14 - 32m Up the easy blocky end, to the top.
5. Benediction – 18
44m Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 23/12/2009
Pull through the roof at the start. Move up & 1.5m R into L facing open book. Up over marvelous rails. L into off width through
open book roof to avoid huge run outs. Continue up boulder on top to a belay.
Abseil Point

Upper Buchu
Buttress

P3
Abseil
Point

Abseil
Point

819

P2
P3

219
P2

321

1020

916 715 619

518

418

1

9

6. Another Gorilla in the Mist - 19
Uwe Pitsch & Barbara Lantschner Dec 2013
7. Take Your Pills Bitch – 15
41m Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 23/12/2009
Start up ramp that is just L of roof at the base. Up water worn cracks. Straight up to the top.
8. Misty Monkey – 19
Uwe Pitsch & Anita Hintringer Dec 2013
9. Piele Vleg – 16
40m Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 23/12/2009
Up R facing open book. At the ledge move L into block & crack system. Top out.
10. Cross & the Hammer – 20
46m Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 20/12/2011

R facing ramp open book through small roof. Up into chimney-cavern. Move out R onto easy ramp of huge block. Continue
up to belay at the top.
36
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Buchu Buttress Upper West Face
From the Sun Terrace follow the terrace under an impressive overhang which normally has a small pool of dirty
water. You can wash here, but not normal drink. As the path goes around the corner at the end of the summit,
there is a sweet face with a few routes.
1. Watch You Bleed – 20
46m Derek & Juan-dray Marshall 24/12/2009
Crack in the middle of a smooth face. At ledge below the roof, move out L into double cracks 1.5m apart. Straight up.
2. Joe Moer – 21
46m Derek & Juan-dray Marshall 24/12/2009
Up gully into off width, past roof. Continue up tricky gully to the top. Juan-dray was just 14 when he on-sighted & opened this.
3. Sweet Hexie – 19
Derek & Juan-dray Marshall 24/12/2009
P1 – 19 - 36m Up the LH break of the open book. Trend a bit L onto a ledge.
P2 – 14 - 15m Up steps to the top.

Buchu Buttress
West Face

P2

319

37

221
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Bush Medicine Wall
Follow the terrace path below the Upper Buchu, round the corner & towards the scree slope that leads to the
real Towerkop summits. This is the prominent smooth face that sits on the edge of the scree slope.
1. Sticky Biscuit – 18
39m Derek Marshall & Terence Trevaskis 25/12/2009
Start 4m R of open book. Move diagonally L into fist crack formed by a huge scary flake. Continue past this, moving R to an
open book under a roof. Rail L under the roof to a belay ledge.
2. Muti – 26
32m Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 26/12/2009
Up same as Sangoma. Move R 7m from the top.
3. Sangoma – 26
32m Joe Mohle & Derek Marshall 26/12/2009
Stunning L trending layaway. Break out L, then move R to a ledge on top.

Following route is above The Bush Medicine Wall.
4. Crazy as Hell – 17
Terence Trevaskis & Juan-dray Marshall 26/12/2009
60m above The Bush Medicine Wall. A short wall juts out 90° to the scree slop. Startup stepped open book, into a gully with 3
large square boulders. Up onto steps above. Move R into recess to a large ledge with a frightening bollard abseil. Check
salvation, repent, say last prayer, then start to abseil.

Bush Medicine Wall

326

226
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Buchu Buttress Lower South Face
From the Sun Terrace follow the talus slope that runs in the ravine below Buchu Buttress. Go down for about
300m.
1. Valley Slag – 19
Pat Brown & Derek Marshall 29/12/2017
28m Follow the prominent break, moving R into a L facing open book.
2. Lollipop – 18
Derek Marshall & Pat Brown 29/12/2017
P1 – 18 – 28m Up a lay away break. Move L to avoid gearless section. Up to a ledge, move R & up to a roof. Rail R onto a
ledge. Directly up on thin moves.
P2 – 16 – 10m Up best looking open book break.

Lower Buchu
Buttress

P2

218

119
Rage of Light Buttress

From the Sun Terrace follow the talus slope that runs
in the ravine below Buchu Buttress. About 700m

Rage Of Light
Buttress

further & quite far south is a prominent open book
that looks very appealing from the talus slope on the
walk-in.
1. I Can I will – 18 
Derek Marshall & Pat Brown 29/12/2017
46m Start up a break just R of the prominent open
book. Move L into the open book about 7m up. Follow
the open book till top out.
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